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• Background for Technical Paper

• The real value of the Value Methodology (VM) is to use functions to 
inspire a change in the thought process of a cross-disciplinary team 
when evaluating how to improve the value for any given product, 
process or project.

• This paper is an excellent example of just that – a function inspired 
change which, in this case, actually generated a new patentable idea.

• This was an actual VM case study I facilitated in 2017 with a client 
which shows all of the various tools and the 6 Steps of Value 
Methodology Job Plan.
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• Introduction

• Although automotive airbag technology has changed significantly since 
discovered and patented by John W. Hetrick in 1953, some 
components have remained similar.

• This is particularly true of the airbag cushion, the component which, 
when deployed, helps to keep the occupant of the vehicle in a safe 
position during an accident.

• Unfortunately, this component is still manufactured by all airbag 
suppliers globally in the same way, with various types of fabric sewn 
together with various thread types.

• Pre-Workshop

• The pre-workshop preparation is, in my opinion, as important as the 
actual VM Workshop itself.  Results will depend upon the preparation. 

• Three items are critical for the success in the Pre-Workshop:

• A strong comprehensive agenda which follows the VM 6-Step Job Plan

• The selection of the right value study team members whom can fully participate

• Completion of the proper data prior to the actual VM Workshop from the team

• Unfortunately, the lack of any of these 3 completed properly, weakens 
the results and undermines the integrity of the Value Methodology.
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Fig. 1 - Typical 3-Day Agenda for a Manufacturing Product/Process VM Study)

Fig. 2 - Required Value Team Members for a Manufacturing/Process VM Study

Workshop Location: USA

Workshop Dates: 2017

Engineering (Prpject Leader) Airbag Team Cushion
Engineering Design Airbag Team Cushion
Manufacturing Engineering Airbag Team Cushion
Plant Operations Airbag Team Cushion
Finance / Target Costing  Airbag Team Cushion
Quality Representative Airbag Team Cushion
Procurement Representative Airbag Team Cushion
Change Leader Airbag Team Cushion
VE/VA Manager for Airbags Airbag Team Cushion
Lean Specialist Airbag Team Cushion
Sales/Marketing Representative Airbag Team Cushion
VM Consultant and Facilitator Jim Bolton Bolton Value Consulting

Value Methodology Workshop Attendees
Team Member email Team #Name Confirmed TEAM ASSGNMENTArea of Responsibility
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Fig. 3 - Pre-Workshop Required Data for a Manufacturing/Process VM Study
Item # Item Description Decision or Action Required Responsible Person Target Date

1 Time and Dates for Workshop Workshop Sponsor

2 Location of Workshop (room reservations, lunch,etc.) Workshop Sponsor

3 Personnel Committed to attend See attached list Workshop Sponsor

4 Logistics (flight and hotel reservations) Each individual to confirm their own All Team Members

5 Support Required at Workshop (Admin. Name)
     a.  Computer projector secured fulltime for all days Workshop Sponsor
     b.  Easel and flip chart paper available Workshop Sponsor

6 Target Costing and Quality Status and Objectives Current and Objectives to be clearly defined
a.  Target Cost vs. Current Cost for Product being studied  Cost Targets to be clearly established Finance Representative
b.  Quality Target vs.Current Status for Product evaluated Quality Targets to be clearly established Quality Representative

7 Costed Bill of Material with material & processing infor. See Product BOM Sample tab attached Finance / Project Leader

8 Process Operations including time and distance See Process Review Sample tab attached Manufacturing Engineer

9 Supplier and in-house quality & warranty data or targets input will be included in workbook Quality/Purchasing Repr.

10 Sample Components (assembled and unassembled) need key parts compared to competitors Product/Technical Leader

11 Assembly and all Component Drawings need in electronic format for reference Product/Technical Leader

12 Process Tool and Labor Routing Work Instructions Need sent by target date Manufacturing Engineer

13 Tooling & Maintenance Reports (equipment up-time, etc.) Need sent by target date Manufacturing Engineer

14 Process Flow Diagrams and Assembly Line Layout Need sent by target date Manufacturing Engineer

15 Supplier Logistics (Manuf. Location of purchased parts) See Supplier Logistics tab attached Purchasing Representa.

16 DFMEA need in electronic format for reference Product/Technical Leader

17 PFMEA need in electronic format for reference Manufacturing Engineer

18 Selection of Products for Competitive Analysis at event Competitive Products needed at workshop Sales / Marketing

19 Competitive Alternative Process Opportunities Gather ideas from associates at plant Manufacturing Engineer

20 Marketing Strategy and Competitive Situation
     a. Marketing Report of competitors & future strategy Sales / Marketing
     b. Trends and customer desires per Voice of Customer Sales / Marketing
     c. Completed QFD or House of Quality from VOC Sales / Marketing

21 Time and Date for Management Review
     a.  E-mail invitation to management members Workshop Sponsor
     b.  Establish Video-Phone Conf. call for this meeting Workshop Sponsor
     c.  Distribute management report-out meeting notice Workshop Sponsor

22 No cell phones, pagers, no laptop computers (email etc.) All team members

Final result should be customer needs 
identified from all 3 Voice of Customers

• Information Phase

• During this phase, all supporting documentation collected by the value 
study team members should be reviewed by those that gathered the data. 

• Ownership of the data collected by the value study team members is 
important as not all team members are aware of all of this documentation.

• When the complete cross-functional value study team members 
understand all of the collected data, it guarantees much improved 
communication during the actual VM Workshop as everyone has some 
‘skin in the game’.
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Function Phase

• This is the phase where the magic happens as the team evaluates the 
product, process, or project with regards to generic functions.  

• The important tools used in the Function Phase include:

• Random Function identification regarding the studied product, process, or project

• Development of a Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) Diagram

• Completion of the Function Resource Matrix Worksheet (FRMW) 

• The purpose of the FRMW is to prioritize the functions with respect to 
resources needed (cost, timing, quality, schedule, risk, etc.).

Fig. 4 - Random Function Identification Worksheet for PAB and SAB Cushions
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Fig. 5 - Function Analysis System Technique for PAB and SAB Cushions

Fig. 6  - Function Resource Matrix Worksheet for PAB and SAB Cushions
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Creativity Phase

• The Creativity Phase in a VM study must be done utilizing the prioritized 
functions developed in the Function Phase from highest to lowest. 

• Since in this particular VM Workshop, we only had 12 functions to 
evaluate in the Creativity Phase, we evaluated all 12 functions for ideas.

• It so happened, that our second lowest cost function (only 4.4% of the total 
manufacturing cost) produced an idea that could potentially revolutionize 
the air bag industry and thus various patents were submitted.

• The idea of bonding the various layers of air bag fabric together without 
thread by heat staking, heat bonding, or sonic bonding of the air bag 
cushion material was developed because of function inspired thinking. 

Fig. 7  - Brainstorming by Function form (truncated) for PAB and SAB Cushions
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Evaluation Phase

• There are 2 different evaluation forms I generally use for manufacturing 
type studies, depending on the development phase of the project studied. 

• The A-B-C-D-E-F form was used since the project was in production:

• Where A and D can be done without customer notification (Running Changes)

• Where B and E need customer approval due to service or visual differences (Digit)

• Where C & F denote changes where significant value is improved (Model Changes)

• The use of this evaluation form is shown on the following slide.

Fig. 7  - Evaluation Form used for PAB and SAB Cushions VM Workshop
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Development Phase

• In this phase non-conflicting ideas with similar timing and risk assessment 
are placed into the same business case (project plan) with these factors:

• Advantages, Challenges, and required investment developed

• Overall validation plans and associated costs estimated

• Plant labor savings, quality or warranty savings, and marketing approval defined

• Project assumptions are highlighted in detail with management required support

• Material changes are estimated per component or process with annual volume

• Project actions plans, whom is responsible, and project timelines are developed

• This Development Phase form is shown on the following slide.

Fig. 8  - Business Case Form used for PAB and SAB Cushions VM Workshop
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Presentation Phase

• The main focus of the Presentation Phase is to:

• Obtain management support for financial and human resources required

• Offer the management team different opportunities to improve value

• Request their support if and when roadblocks to implementation occur

• Ensure the value study team is going down the right path for maximum value 

• The recommended length for the presentation should be 60-90 minutes

• A sample Presentation summary is shown on the following slide.

Fig. 8  - Presentation Phase Summary for PAB and SAB Cushions VM Workshop
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Conclusion

• Even though a 4.4% function cost seemed insignificant, in this case, an 
idea from this function, resulted in the largest value improvement.

• In addition, the company now has an opportunity to protect this idea 
which will allow them to have a competitive advantage for years to come.

• This is what the Value Methodology is all about, developing innovative 
ideas from function inspired change with a multidisciplinary team.


